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BY STACEY ZABLE

Social media has created a forum for travel photography
like never before, with experts showing off their best work
to everyday people posting their friends and family vacation
adventures. The tips that follow will help you turn your
digital images — whether taken with the fanciest of camera
equipment or a simple smartphone — into photographs
truly worthy of a Facebook or Instagram “like.”

GET THE GEAR
No need to carry tons of equipment to get the
best photos. Jay Dickman, Olympus Visionary,
National Geographic photographer and Pulitzer
Prize-winning photojournalist, actually suggests
that you “minimize the amount of gear you
are carrying” as it “may interfere with that
connection you hope to make with your potential
subject.” If traveling with one camera, Dickman
recommends the Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark
II with the Olympus M.Zuiko ED 12-40mm f2.8
PRO lens. Valerie Lopez, a travel photographer
and co-founder and CEO of Shoot My Travel,
which matches travelers with professional
photographers who not only take the photos but
also act as local guides, advises smartphone
users to always carry an external battery pack. ›

Above: These were photographed in burst mode. You can see how the
photo captured the girls’ anticipation of catching the ball and the elation
after they’ve caught it.

Right: A baby seal in Jason Harbour, South Georgia CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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Our 5-2-1-0 campaign is easy to remember and lets
you work on one set of healthy habits at a time.

KOHL’S CARES
KEEPING KIDS HEALTHY

Every day we make lots of choices and decisions
that can impact our health. Some decisions involve
what we eat, where we eat, what we drink, how we
get to school or work and how we spend our free
time. With overweight and obesity affecting so many
of our youth today, parents and caregivers need tools
to help establish good habits that can have a lasting
impact on their family’s health.

kohlshealthykidsny.com

Kohl’s Keeping Kids Healthy Program

Come see us in Booth #233

LOOK FOR THE LIGHT
The time of day you shoot makes
an “enormous difference,” according
to Matt Payne, an award-winning
travel photographer. His advice
for the best light is to take photos
during “the hour before sunrise
through an hour after sunrise and
the last hour of daylight for about
an hour after the sun sets.” Lopez
encourages taking shots right
after sunrise to also “avoid the
crowds” and “see the city without
distractions.”

BE CREATIVE
Dickman suggests creating a “visual
narrative” with multiple images
showing a sense of place and
characters, including a close-up,
action shot, and closing image that
“wraps” it up. Payne says travelers
can make photos more dynamic
with low angles and action shots in
burst mode. Lopez recommends
using different “perspectives,” such
as putting the subject on the side,
top, and middle.

FAMILY FOCUS
To get the perfect family shot on your smartphone, leave it on burst
mode, holding down the shutter for three seconds, says Payne. The
result may be 20 photos, but you’ll get at least one with everyone’s eyes
open. The photographer is also part of the family and shouldn’t forget
to get in the photo. If no one is around to take the photo, a smartphone
selfie can capture the moment.

PERFECT THE TRAVEL MEMORY
Lopez says “amazing” photo editing apps do things like correct lighting,
delete crowds and use different filters. Once edited, your photos are
ready to be posted or printed.

Machu Picchu, Peru

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

MAKE A VIDEO
Still photography is just one way to capture
a travel memory. Here are some tips when
making a video.

MAGIC MOVEMENT
“Really good videos are dynamic,” says award-
winning travel photographer Matt Payne.
“There is movement both in what is being shot
and often the camera moves as well.” Payne
suggests using either the slow motion or the
time-lapse function on phones to “make videos
more fun to watch.” He adds that using a
gimbal (like a Steadicam) for your smartphone
provides “greater stability.”

ON THE HORIZON
Olympus Visionary Jay Dickman suggests
smartphone users “hold the phone in a
horizontal or ‘landscape’ mode, and your final
movie that will look more professional.”

TIME IT RIGHT
“Give a scene a minimum of 10 seconds of
capture time,” says Dickman. When you put it
all together, “less can be more,” he adds. “Pre-
visualize” your story for a powerful two-to-three
minute video with “a cohesive narrative with
intro, core, and ending.”
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